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guests: by contrast there is only one bathroom in the
Palace, though this is being rectified immediately. The
mother of Baron Kronenberg had two very famous
brothers—Jean and Edward de Reszke. From all I have
read and heard, Jean must have been the greatest Helden-
Tenor of all times.
This area of Polesie ("along the forest") seems to be
one gigantic marsh interspersed with wide pine forests,
just what one has visualised in a Sibelius symphony* It
is a paradise for the wildfowler; in this swampy country
. rest tens of thousands of duck from May until November,
when the frozen pools and rivers drive them south to
the Guadalquivir in Spain, to Salonika and Egypt, where
"the sun is warm on the palm-trees, and the crocodiles
lie in the mud and look lazily round them."
On account of the drought this year the wild-duck are
reported to be very scarce, and it looks like being the
worst season for many years. However, I shall know
more when I have been up to the Pripet marshes, near
where this huge river flows over the Soviet border, there
to join the Dnieper, so extolled by the Russian poet Gogol.
The language of Polish-Russian (for this area was
formerly White Russia) as spoken around here is to be
found in no text-book: you need to be indigenous to
these parts to speak it. The English butler James, how-
ever, has mastered it perfectly, so has the stud-groom
Matthews, who has charge of the riding-horses in the
stables. There are, too, fourteen Lippizaner greys,
similar to those which are seen in Bertram Mills's Circus
at Olympia each year; their trainer comes from Warsaw.
Poland is a country whose charms are not obvious on
the surface: you have to scratch down a bit to find them,
and then they hold you pretty firmly. James and Matthews

